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Prose poetry is poetry written in prose form instead of verse form, while preserving poetic qualities such as heightened imagery,
parataxis, and emotional effects. "[A] prose poem is a poem written in prose. [N]ot unlike [the term] 'free verse,' the oxymoronic name
['prose poem'] captures the complex nature of a beast bred to challenge conventional assumptions about what poetry is and what it can
do." "The prose poem is a composition printed out as prose that names itself as poetry, availing itself of Poetry - Poetry - Poetry and
prose: Peopleâ€™s reason for wanting a definition is to take care of the borderline case, and this is what a definition, as if by definition,
will not do. That is, if an individual asks for a definition of poetry, it will most certainly not be the case that he has never seen one of the
objects called poems that are said to embody poetry; on the contrary, he is already tolerably certain what poetry in the main is, and his
reason for wanting a definition is either that his certainty has been challenged by someone else or that he wants to.Â In the following
passages a prose writer and a poet are talking about the same subject, growing older. Between the ages of 30 and 90, the weight of our
muscles falls by 30 percent and the power we can exert likewiseâ€¦. Poetry is a metaphor of living, of breathing, and most importantly of
dwelling. The deep innermost thoughts surface through pen and paper as poets trace their soul through letters and words. These ink
blots become fragments of their mind and lay out a story for all to read and interpret however their soul wishes to interpret. Thirty-seven
poets came together and bound together a message for all of you to unlock in their poetry, prose, and quotes. With well over one
hundred poems, the ink blotted pages your fingers stumble through will fill your mind with whatever you interpret from the poetry.

Prose and Poetry. h. hard to be alive if you die. it's hard to be alive when you're dead you always seem to question just how you're
supposed to live people from every direction think they've found the utopian life when really they've found a good strategy i used to think
i knew how to live and then, ironically, i died "how can you be here now if. you're dead?" they ask then i try to explain what i need to live
there are three things i've discovered i need to live i've narrowed it down to the general basics i think and controversially chosen: m

